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ABSTRACT

The diffuse-porous wood of aspen (Populus tremuloides

Jgichx.) makes the annual rings difficult to distinguish.

The technique described uses nonspecialized equipment
to analyze a shaved, translucent core with simultaneous
direct and reflected fluorescent lighting to discern rings.

Proper field procedures, such as boring the correct side

of the tree, recording the core height, and avoiding heart

rot, can improve the accuracy of the ages obtained. ^

KEYWORDSi^opu/us tremuloides^ aspen, age analysis,

v ^increment cores] annual rings, diffuse-
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The diffuse-porous wood of quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides Michx.) makes age determination difficult.

This paper describes procedures for collecting aspen
increment cores and distinguishing annual rings. The
number of different methods discussed in the literature is

indicative of the problems encountered in aging aspen.

Glock (1937) discussed tree-ring analysis of conifers,

and many of his concepts apply to aspen. He preferred

using blocks and discs to increment cores. His basic

ideas included using transverse sections, preparing a

smooth surface with razor cuts, using direct and reflected

light, and wetting specimens with kerosene.

Aspen cores have been pretreated by soaking them in

water (Maini and Coupland 1964; Brace 1966; Jones
1967; Svoboda and Gullion 1972), hot black coffee

(Archibold and Wilson 1978), or water and alcohol (Marts

1950). Ghent (1952, 1954) impregnated specimens with hot
wax, while Rose (1957), Maini and Coupland (1964), and
Jones (1967) saturated cores with light oil. Patterson

(1959) used phloroglucinol and hydrochloric acid to stain

the lignin red, causing a contrast among rings. Jones

(1967) experimented with benzidene, kerosene, and saliva,

and also rubbed the core lightly with a soft lead pencil.

Transmitted light aids tree-ring analysis (Ghent 1952,

1954; Rose 1957; Maini and Coupland 1964; Svoboda and
Gullion 1972). Fluorescent light was deemed a significant

benefit in distinguishing rings (Marts 1950; Patterson

1959). Trujillo (1975) shaved fresh cores prior to drying

and then treated the cut surface with pentachlorophenol in

kerosene. The cores were redried, stored, and later

examined without further treatment. Transverse sections

cut with a razor blade or sharp knife accentuated the

rings (Glock 1937; Marts 1950; Jones 1967; Trujillo 1975).

Ghent (1952, 1954), Rose (1957), and Maini and Coupland
(1964) preferred using thin sections of their specimens.

Most of these researchers viewed the specimens through

either dissecting or regular microscopes. Maini and
Coupland (1964) stressed that laboratory analysis was
essential for accuracy.

Many of these techniques are similar. Some are

complicated and many work best only in specific cases

(for example, on young trees or light colored wood). My
technique, primarily a combination of those of Glock

(1937) and Maini and Coupland (1964), is simple, requires

little specialized equipment, and in most cases yields

satisfactory results.

'Biological technician located at the Intermountain Station's Forestry

Sciences Laboratory, Logan. Utah
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THE FIELD TECHNIQUE

Certainly the most accurate procedure for determining

a tree's age would use an entire cross section of the bole

(Glock 1937; Ghent 1952, 1954), but cross sections are

seldom practical to obtain. Therefore, an increment borer

is used to remove a core from the tree. Each borer has three

parts: the handle, the bit, and the extractor. Bits vary in

length and inside diameter. I prefer the larger inside

diameter of 0.216 inch (5.49 mm) with aspen cores to

reduce warping and breakage after drying. In a thorough

discussion of increment cores and borers, Maeglin (1979)

emphasizes that the bit must be kept clean and sharp for

good results. In addition, he cautions that trees sampled
with increment borers usually develop disease. Laflamme

(1979) showed that core wounds in aspen may not heal at

all or at least slower than in most other tree species. These
unhealed wounds become infection sites for bacteria and

fungi and result in disease and stained wood.

A tree must be bored correctly before an accurate count

of its annual rings is possible. The three main sources of

error in determining a tree's age are (1) rings that are too

narrow to distinguish, (2) estimating the number of rings to

the tree's center if the pith is not present in the core, and (3)

estimating how many years the tree grew before reaching

the core height. In this paper, I will explain the basic

field procedure, and then discuss field techniques that

reduce error in these three categories.

Recommended Boring Procedure

Select a tree with a uniform bole lacking any obvious

sign of stem rot. Generally, the best place to bore the tree is

1 foot above the ground and on the concave side of any butt

sweep.

After assembling the borer, press the bit's threaded

cutting edge firmly against the bole, aim toward the tree's

central axis, and rotate the handle clockwise. Continue

turning the borer until the cutting edge penetrates to

about 75 percent of the tree's diameter. Completely insert

the extractor inside the bit on the core's lower side and

press firmly to seat the extractor's serrated tip into the

core. This binds the core to the bit. Now turn the handle

one full turn counterclockwise to break the core loose

at the cutting edge. With the bit still in the tree, remove the

extractor and the core. While the serrated tip firmly holds

the core's pith end on the extractor tray, gently slide a

plastic drinking straw over the core, bark end first. The
bark end is not attached to the tray; thus, the straw slides

between the core and inner surface of the tray until the

entire core is enclosed in the straw.

Tension Wood and Wide Rings

Careful selection of the boring location based on

knowledge of the development of reaction wood reduces

time in the field and improves the accuracy of the final

data. Most angiosperms, including aspen, develop tension

wood when growing in leaning positions (Kozlowski 1971).

The formation of tension wood on the upper side of the

leaning stem results in eccentric growth (fig. 1 ). Thus, the

rings on the upper side of the leaning tree are much wider

than those on the lower side, and the pith is not at the

geometric axis of the bole. This condition is often

CONIFERS
Figure 1.—Two types of reaction wood.

Modified from Fritts (1976).

characteristic of aspen growing on sloping terrain. In

contrast, conifers exhibit a geotropic phenomenon
known as compression wood that results in wider

eccentric rings on the lower side of the lean (Kozlowski

1971).

Therefore, boring aspen from the upper side of the lean

and perpendicular to the bole's geometric axis reduces

error in determining the tree's correct age. Generally,

such a core will contain the radius with the widest,

most discernable rings and the tree's true center. This

radius may even comprise 75 percent of the total diameter.

Cores from the downhill side usually have narrower and

sometimes ill-defined rings.

In addition to age calculations, increment cores are

frequently used to ascertain growth rates by measuring

the widths of annual rings. Because of the eccentric

nature of the annual rings in the reaction wood of leaning

aspen, the ring width measurements along a single radius

may not be suitable for determining growth rates. If leaning

aspen must be sampled to estimate growth rates, the cores

should be removed from the tree's lateral side, not the

uphill or downhill sides.

The Importance of the Pith

When the core is removed from the tree, the pith may not

be present and the number of missed rings must be

estimated. To obtain more accurate data, remove a second

core from the tree. While the first core is in the extractor

tray, the orientation of the partial rings indicates whether

to bore to the right or the left of the first hole. Estimate

how far to either side by the size of the ring arcs near the

tree's center (smaller arcs are closer to the pith). Reboring

the tree is time consuming and cannot be done consistently

if field time is limited. Nevertheless, if a core contains

the pith, one source of error is eliminated.
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Core Height and Heart Rot

Foresters generally core trees at breast height, 4.5 ft

(1 .37 m), but often it is necessary to bore aspen at 1 to 2 ft

(0.3 to 0.6 m) or occasionally up to 6 or 7 ft (1.8 to 2.1 m) to

avoid heart rot. Since an aspen usually grows for several

years before reaching breast height, an estimate must be

made of the number of years required to reach the core

height and added to the total number of rings counted. I

use an arbitrary estimate (table 1), but realize that great

variation occurs naturally among clones and sites. Aspen
suckers can reach breast height in 1 year, but 2 to 5 years

is more characteristic (Jones 1967). If decay is not present,

accuracy should increase when cores are taken from a

lower and uniform height. Always record the core height

of each specimen.

Table 1.—An estimate of the age of an aspen sapling at given

core heights

Number of years to

Core height reach the core height

Feet

0.0 - 2.0 1

2.1 - 3.0 2

3.1 - 4.0 3

4.1 - 4.5 4

4.6 - 5.0 5

5.1 - 5.5 6

5.6 - 6.0 7

6.1 - 6.5 8

6.6 - 7.0 9

Heart rot is a major problem for aging aspen. While

annual rings in a core discolored by early stages of decay
are difficult to distinguish, they still can be counted.

However, entire, undisturbed cores can seldom be
removed from trees with medium to advanced stages of

heart rot. To prevent frustration and wasted time in

the laboratory, discard all rotten cores and bore another

tree. Occasionally, it may not be possible in an overmature

clone to find a tree without heart rot. If not, bore the

tree at several heights on the stem; this may yield a core

with minimal decay.

Storing the Core
Increment cores are fragile and require careful handling

and storage. I suggest inserting the core in a plastic

drinking straw of 0.25 by 8.25 inches (0.64 by 20.96 cm)
after Cole (1977); however, I seal both ends with corks

(size 000). Identify the core by writing on tape that has been

wrapped around the straw. Aspen cores frequently break

but can be repositioned end to end like a puzzle if the

pieces of more than one core are not mixed. To
accommodate longer cores, break the core and insert the

pieces in separate straws. Cole (1977) presents the

following three suggestions. Seal each end of the straw

with cellulose-acetate tape that can be labeled with pen or

pencil. Store longer cores in two straws that are joined

by slightly flaring the end of one straw, inserting the end of

the other straw, and taping the joint. For extended storage,

freeze the cores to reduce shrinkage and fungal growth in

the specimen.

THE LABORATORY TECHNIQUE

Several simple steps can be used in the laboratory to

clarify the annual rings. Attention should be given to

core preparation, lighting, and interpretation of the

annual rings. The equipment and supplies needed are:

—machinist vise with jaws 4 to 6 inches (10.2 to 15.2 cm)

long

—razor blades and holder (the entire cutting edge should

be exposed and parallel to the handle)

—test tubes, stoppers, and rack

—wetting solution

—metal rod with diameter < 0.25 inch (0.64 cm)

—dissecting scope

—clear scope stage or elevated glass plate

—fluorescent light above and below the stage

—red-leaded pencil

—curved dissecting needle

Core Preparation

Fresh cores usually contain enough sap to be translu-

cent; however, dry cores need to be soaked in a wetting

solution. A wetting solution can be prepared by combining

water, methyl alcohol (MeOH), and laboratory detergent,

75:24:1 by weight. Use a small metal rod to push the cores

from the plastic straws. Place each core in a test tube

filled with wetting solution and soak for 24 to 48 hours.

A vacuum system significantly reduces the amount of time

needed to completely permeate the core (Marts 1950; Rose

1957; Maini and Coupland 1964). Cores become translu-

cent when saturated, yielding clarity in distinguishing

annual rings.

Next, clamp the core horizontally in the vise, vessel

elements perpendicular to the cut, so that one quarter of

the core extends above the vise's jaws. A narrow platform

of wood or cardboard placed in the vise beneath the core

aids in positioning the core (fig. 2). Use a razor blade to

remove the upper quarter of the core, exposing a distinct,

transverse view of the rings. Wet cores are easier to shave,

especially if thin, ribbonlike strips are desired. Change
the razor blades often for best results (Glock 1937;

Trujillo, 1975). The exposed surface must be a cross

section, not a radial view of the vessel elements.

Lighting and Ring Counts
Examine the core's shaved surface through a dissecting

scope and use simultaneous fluorescent light from above
and below. If the dissecting scope does not have a trans-

parent stage and substage fluorescent lighting, improvise

a stage by placing a fluorescent light beneath an elevated

glass plate. I prefer the 7X to 10X magnification range.

Glock (1937) suggested starting at the pith and counting

from the left to right toward the bark. He put a pin hole

(use a curved dissecting needle) on every 10th ring, thus

allowing a double check for increased accuracy. Also, a

red-leaded pencil is useful in marking every 10th ring. The
cut surface dries rapidly; some rings may become more
distinct during the process. A few drops of wetting

solution will rewet the entire core immediately. Svoboda
and Gullion (1972) stressed rotating the core to orient the

vessel elements and fibers parallel to the light rays for best
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illumination. I often roll the core about 60° in either

direction until I obtain maximum contrast among rings.

Core Interpretation

Figure 3 depicts two cores removed from the same tree.

Unlike core B, core A does not contain the tree's center.

To estimate the number of rings to the center, I use a

modification of Applequist (1958). Prepare an arbitrary

standard on a card by drawing a series of 10 concentric

circles (or half circles) representing the dimensions of a

cross section from a 10-year-old aspen sapling. Position

the core over the standard to obtain the best fit. Then,

count the number of rings to the center on the standard.

The error factor may be large when more than 10 years at

the center are missing. Ring widths may vary tenfold at

different stages of the tree's growth. Therefore, ring

estimations for missing pieces are also unreliable. In

either case, a more complete core should be obtained. If

the core is replaced in the straw for later reference, do
not seal the straw until the core dries completely.

Four rings should be added to the count.

Figure 3. —Estimating the number of

rings to the tree's center.
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Finally, the tree's total age is the sum of: the annual rings

actually counted, the estimated number of years to reach

the core height, and if the pith is missing, the estimated

number of missing rings.

Heart rot makes age determination difficult because the

dark wood does not become translucent after wetting.

However, one additional step may be helpful for cores with

initial stages of decay. After the top one-quarter of the

core has been shaved and removed, reposition the core in

the vise and carefully shave a ribbon-like strip the full

length of the core. The thin specimen is quite translucent

but extremely fragile. Although the rings will be more
distinct, they will be difficult to discern because of a lack

of contrast in specimen color.

False rings or double rings may occur in climates with

limited rainfall divided between two rainy seasons. Such
a weather pattern often results in two distinct periods of

growth separated by a period of dormancy (Glock 1937).

This climatic condition is seldom found in the aspen zones
of the Rocky Mountains.
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The Intermountain Station, headquartered in Ogden,

Utah, is one of eight regional experiment stations charged

with providing scientific knowledge to help resource

managers meet human needs and protect forest and range

ecosystems.

The Intermountain Station includes the States of

Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada, and western Wyoming.

About 231 million acres, or 85 percent, of the land area in the

Station territory are classified as forest and rangeland. These

lands include grasslands, deserts, shrublands, alpine areas,

and well-stocked forests. They supply fiber for forest in-

dustries; minerals for energy and industrial development; and

water for domestic and industrial consumption. They also

provide recreation opportunities for millions of visitors each

year.

Field programs and research work units of the Station

are maintained in:

Boise, Idaho

Bozeman, Montana (in cooperation with Montana

State University)

Logan, Utah (in cooperation with Utah State

University)

Missoula, Montana (in cooperation with the

University of Montana)

Moscow, Idaho (in cooperation with the Univer-

sity of Idaho)

Provo, Utah (in cooperation with Bngham Young

University)

Reno, Nevada (in cooperation with the University

of Nevada)
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